WHEELER LIBRARY RECEIVES BOOKS OF VARIOUS SORTS

VOLUMES NOW PLACED ON SHELVES FOR STUDENT USE

Miss Fay Hart, head of the library, announces that Wheeler Library has received, within the past few weeks, many new books, which have been placed on the shelves for the use of the students.

A few of the volumes just received and the respective authors are listed below:

1. Adams, J. T.—'Epic of America.'
2. Atkins, G. G.—'Life of Cardinal de Retz.'
4. Nawak, K. F.—'Germany's Road to Ruin.'

English

2. Boas, Ralph and Lowrie—'Celtic Mather.'
3. Clemens, Clara—'My Father.'
4. Curwen, D.—'Song and Age.'
5. Irish Literature.
6. Fener, A. A.—'The Musical World'—The Best Plays of 1925-30.'
7. Miller, A. A.—'My Pense Passées.'
8. Packer, Dorothy—'Death and Duende.'
9. Spiller, R. C.—'Fortuné Cooper—The Critic of Flowers.'
10. Albrich, B. S.—'White Bird of Scotland.'
11. Ardouin, Paul—'Slaves of Creation.'
12. Arnot, W. R.—'The Eagle.'
13. Davis, D.—'Opening of a Door.'
14. Deinmerie, H.—'Flache's Foresters.'
15. Moore, George—'Aphrodite in Athens.'
16. Rolfvaag, O. R.—'Their Father's God.'

Music

1. Hadley, W. H.—'English Music.'

Proceeds From Textile Sale Go To Student Loan

Four reasons why you should visit Room 111, Main Building:

1. Two beautiful Dinner Suits—hand-woven, hand-blocked in lovely colors and textures.
2. To get ideas for Christmas gifts. Bargains price—$2.95, $4.95, $7.50 and up.
3. To help the Student Loan Fund to grow.
4. To be able to tell others—your mothers or your house-keeping friends—to the exhibit and to invite them to come to see it, too.

This exhibit will be up until Christmas vacation.

College Students Have Part in Play, "Crashing Through"

Several S. I. T. C. students will be taking part in the "Crashing Through," a play sponsored by the Dramatics Club. The play will be presented tomorrow night in the Shryock Auditorium. Admission will be free.

Marion Dill (3), the feminine lead, of the Heaven Blinds. Miss Dill is well known for her exceptional ability as not only is she a fine actress, but she has proved herself capable of carrying dramatic and comedy roles. But Pat Biddle (2), who is well known for her exceptional ability, and who has proved herself capable of carrying dramatic and comedy roles.

The play will be presented tomorrow night in the Shryock Auditorium. Admission will be free.

Music Department Will Present "Mozart Burning" Christmas Program

As far as possible, the Christmas music that the Music Department will present this year can be considered a Christmas gift to the students, faculty, and to the people of the city.

The program, which will be given in the Carbondale High School Auditorium on December 23, will include many of the carols that are sung each Christmas season.

There will be a special opportunity for solo parts, and the schedule for this purpose will be announced.

The general audience will also be invited to hear the outstanding achievements of the Music department. According to expectations, the audience will wear the conventional white robes of the carol singers, with the added light of the candlelight and the beauty of the voices, which is never to be duplicated in one performance.
Second Attempt of Y. W. B. Book Exchange Proves Successful

As still another phase of its many activities for the welfare of its members, the Y. W. C. A. conducted a very successful Exchange last week, by which several hundred points of the Main Building in Dean Wooley’s office during the first week of the term. This is the second undertaking of this sort this year, and—proves a success beyond our fondest hope.

Students who had books to sell brought them to the exchange in Dean Wooley’s office, blanking out their name and price of the book. The books were then placed in the exchange and visitors bought them at the price the students had set. The students who bought them, left the money on the counter, and the books were then turned over to the students who had contributed them.

The books were placed in the exchange in five boxes, each containing all the books of one grade, and the visitors had the pleasure of perusing the books of all the grades at one time.

The following students contributed books to the exchange:

First box:
- Sarah Johnson
- Mary Lee
- Elizabeth Brown
- Alice White

Second box:
- Margaret Smith
- Susan Davis
- Emily Anderson
- Robert Smith

Third box:
- James Brown
- Robert Davis
- Michael Anderson
- Sarah White

Fourth box:
- William Johnson
- Susan Brown
- Emily Smith
- Robert White

Fifth box:
- James Davis
- Robert Anderson
- Michael Johnson
- Sarah Smith

The exchange was a great success and the members of the Y. W. C. A. are very pleased with the results. The members of the Y. W. C. A. hope to have another exchange next week.

Delta Sigma Epsilon

Virginia Chapman (1), pledge, who had operated her home in Herrin during the fall term, has taken up residence at the chapter house for the new term.

Maurine Webb (4), president of the chapter, plans the week-end at her home in West Franklin.

The annual Y. W. C. A. picnic and Fall ball sponsored by the Delta Sigma Epsilon chapter at the Delta Sigma Epsilon house. The ball will be held this evening. President Mary Elinor Helm (4), is president of the Y. W. C. A.

Betsy McElhannon (1), of Du Quoin spent the week-end at her home.

Julia Jackson (1), of Vienna, has moved into the chapter house for the winter term.

Illicea Installs Officers at Meeting Held Monday Night

Installation of officers for the winter term featured the program presented by the Illinois Woman's Debating Society last Monday night.

The officers installed for the term include: president, Georgia Sneider (3); vice-president, Lelia Lewis (1); secretary, Eleanor Etherton (2). As the first official function of the term, the program was concerned with the study of the ethics of the profession of law. Miss Julia Jackson, sponsor of the group, conducted a discussion of inter-collegiate debate, and it was decided that an effort would be made to make inter-collegiate debate a feature of both the winter and spring terms.
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TO THE EGYPTIAN
Examination Wisdom

Final examinations provide such excellent opportunities for proctor- ers that the Egyptians could not resist taking and utilizing those funny, funny mistakes. If the students enjoy them half as much as we do, the exams should be a grand success.

The sirious point is that the exams are a shop showing the work of saints.

A Vegetarian's Definition

"Occupations are heavy feather, such as executive, forest, and the Doughs for Free.

New Classification?

"Blank verse cannot rhyme paraphrases poetry but is different from poetry in that it has no end rhyme."

As we have developed our working hypothesis, we have decided that it is not, indeed, as bad as we thought it was. It seems that the poem we were going to didn't and that we are going to, and others of us are going around in a sort of daze thinking that maybe we have been burned with an inferiority complex up till now and that the amount of time we have left is not sufficient. But that is the way we have spent our money and that is why we have spent it.

We are still contemplating our four new courses—two of which we like, one that we don't, and one that we drop. We've spent all our money and that is why we have duties. We are going to do the same thing we did and pay for that bookwork we paid $10 for.

We're still working on the most important thing of all—our poetry. And the special thing that the end came when it did, so as to save our poetry.

We're pretty mad because we have to go to school on up till Christmas Eve. But two weeks at home look pretty good and we're definitely going to go to New York to see some of our friends. Then we'll head back to school. We're not unhappy, nor are we particularly related. "Life goes on."

Chemistry Seniors

Meets Tuesday Night

Carl Renshaw (4), and Lowell Hicks (3), were the principal speakers at the Chemistry Senior meeting held November 16. Using the recent work of Dr. Robert S. L. of Illinois as the basis for his talk, Mr. Renshaw explained the unknown Alkaloid which is contained in Cassia of Milk. Mr. Hicks spoke on "Dibenamyls: Their Chemistry and Biology." At the meeting last night, Harold Adams (4), spoke on "Poison Gas: Its Form, Nature and Effect," while Robert Hicks also addressed the members on "Polyphenols."

According to the latest survey of the Chemistry Professor, all students live in dormitories, those second best in boarding places, those third in private homes, and those fourth in private lodgings and dormitories.

This peculiar fellow Thompson, under his four A's again last term, and so when we go on forever, always making straight A's always ready to bet that next term he won't. Some day, some day, is going to take him up, and hang that pretentious racket. Bay, this Dick Arnold isn't so bad, either. Nonsense.

We notice that the front seats in the freshmen sections of the auditorium are largely vacant. It is also noticeable that the students are rather better filled than usual. This change of seats may indicate new things or may not. It shows, perhaps, that there are more freshmen in school than there are in college. We noticed that this crowd is popular, and that the first eight or ten rows of people are quite unusual enough reason enough. From a front seat one can see the first row of freshmen and the scenery that hangs above the stage.

And So It Is!

The first of the winter term has come and gone. Everybody who is is happy, not unhappy, nor are we particularly related. "Life goes on."

New Officers Will Be Elected at Meeting of Chemeka Monday

"Staff," of the Chemistry Majors decided on "Chemeka" as the name of their fraternity at their last meeting Monday, November 15. The program of the evening was under the supervision of Dr. Frenshaw (4). A member of the club contributed his part to the program. Topics were pursued by Dr. Necker, and such was the talk of the topic given him. The name of the fraternity was the last business before these amateur chemists. "Chemeka" was first discussed, but the name was "Chemeka" was finally accepted.

December 12 will be the new meeting of the Chemeka fraternity. At this meeting new officers will be elected, and it is thought that two new members will be brought into the organization. The group will also decide upon a Fraternity pin. "Cherokee" means "similar to but not so, undiscovered chemists," according to Dr. Abbott.
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THE SPHINX KNOWS:

- As this is written, 
- Being waged
- About the dues,
- And now the topic's
- Changed to shoes
- "What darting pumps!"
- Two female chumps
- Wax eloquent
- With footnotes
- The game is now
- "Begin in truth:

The Sphinx Wonders:

- Where does Mr. Wright teach his class now?
- "Not too dirty, but Thurlow and I talked to the "clown" column—why, that's almost what we do."

Chapel Notes

Assembly periods last week were devoted chiefly to organization pur-
poses. Every student was filled out Wednesday and the free period
was given on Thursday. All students present at the Wednesday
assembly should call at the business of-
fice of the Associated Students of
- The "Triumphal March" from Sib
er Jans,Iay, by Grieg, was the fur-
thest orchestral selection last week.

The band played the Antilla Overture,
by Karl, a descriptive Hun-
garian selection Friday morning.
The band sounded noticeably struc-
turally, and the slow and the fast
were a marked improvement above all. Improvised with smooth
play, the faster movements, sim-
ple and syncopated, is introduced
and the effective ending is quickly
finished.

The East Central State Teachers
College, Alto, Oklahoma, has a mu-
sic program which is growing more famous every year. There may be seen a cardboard with two heads, a pig with two bodies, a small hairpin with one eye, a cen-
ter of its forehead, a chicken with two legs, a grasshopper with a
for a leg, and many others.

A senior at the Colorado State Teachers
College won a prize of $50 for the mov-
ing picture, "Movie Crazy," which
had been watched by all students in
the line. He must be "money crazy."
Maroons’ Flashy Forwards

Mike Lenich
Lynn Holder

Mike Lenich will start his second season as quarterback of the Carbondale Football Team on Saturday, November 21, when the team plays against the University of Illinois. Mike, along with Holder, is one of the fastest men to play for the Maroons in several seasons, and was the most complete player on the Carbondale lineup last year. Lenich is a sophomore, and his two-year stay on the varsity team will be a welcome addition to the Maroons.

Egyptian Selects An All-Opinion Football Team

The following is an all-opinion team picked by the Sport Staff of the Egyptian. In choosing men for the named positions, several factors were taken into consideration. The player must have been one of the best performers in his respective position, and must have been a good athlete in his own right. Several men, however, did not fit the criteria of the list, and were not included on the all-opinion team.

M. J. Patterson
J. P. Schulte
Mike Lenich
Lynn Holder

Thirty-Four Men Awarded Football Letters Past Season

The Maroons have awarded football letters to thirty-four men for their outstanding performances during the past season. These awards were given to players who have shown exceptional ability and dedication to the sport. The list includes some of the top performers in the Carbondale area.

Martin’s Visit to Carbondale

Martin will visit the Carbondale area during the football season to promote his book, "Meet Your Friends at Our Fountain." The event is being held at the University Cafe, and is expected to attract a large crowd. Martin will be signing copies of his book and discussing his work with attendees.

Little Nineteen Standings

Little Nineteen is a popular bar in Carbondale, offering a wide range of beverages and food options. The establishment is known for its lively atmosphere and friendly staff, making it a popular destination for locals and visitors alike.
of the foot that James
of the two-piece tuck in.

"The recollection of my attendance
and the many fine friendships which I formed in the
faculty and student body are among
my most treasured memories.

"After 10 years of absence I can
see clearly the remarkable growth that has
taken place in that time.

"I have nothing but appreciation
for the many kindnesses done me
and a host of good wishes for this
school, its faculty and the student
body in all the years to come.

"Sincerely,
B. J. MARTIN.

The Egyptian assures Mr. Martin
of the appreciation of the faculty
and student body of his valuable and
useful gifts, and invites the student
body to examine the volumes
which will be found daily ac-
cessed in the college library.

Marlow's
HIPPORDOME
Murphysboro
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
DECEMBER 8-9
Buses on the campus and the
campus on the bus.

"Racky Ray" 
VICTOR MCLAGLEN
GRETA NISSEN—NELL O'DAY
Added—A Comedy
Latest Edition News and
Pictorial Review
ADULTS 35c
CHILDREN 10c
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10
Maline 19c-35c
Nite 10c-35c

USE YOUR MERCHANTS TICKETS
Meet the Richest Sap in the World
Rich as Midas,Scarred of Danae
and then N. A.

"He Learned About Women"
Comedy—News—Cartoon
SUNDAY-MONDAY
DECEMBER 11-12
Your loves will share their tender
love.

"Tess of the Storm Country"

"Hippie" Sisney

The students of S. I. T. C.,
built in 1925, where the first basketball game will be played the evening
of December 10.

The opponent of S. I. T. C. for this initial encounter is the U. of Tennessee Junior College.

The conference voted to approve and to adhere to the 1926 Resolu-
tion of the North Central association, which is a standard of athletic ethics and control.

The officials were:
President--Fred M. Smith, Illinois Wesleyan.
Vice-President--William C. Herder, Bowling Green.
Secretary--T. F. Swan, Bradley.
Treasurer--F. M. Cole, James H. Redick.
Eligibility Committee--Fred M. Smith, Illinois Wesleyan.

C. F. Lanier of Charleston State Teachers' college is the retiring presi-
dent.

A freshman of the University of Texas stepped a street car, tied her shoe string on the steps, thanked the conductor, and returned to the chan-
tle house. We have heard of the face that stopped the clock, but never of the foot that stopped a street car.

-Charleston College News.